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Primary or secondary  
 
Interview with Chris, a freedom camper 
 
May I use your name in my report? 
Yea sure.  
 
What do you think a freedom camper is? 
Someone who does not camp in the conventional places but used alternative areas, whilst still being 
respectful of the environment and other people. 
 
Do do you think there is controversy about freedom camping? If yes, why? If no, why? 
In some areas yes. Some freedom campers are not respecting the idea that we protect the 
environment for future generations and if they muck up more laws will come in. As a New 
Zealander, I get annoyed that I am getting more and more restricted because some people aren’t 
doing the right thing. I do however think there are some people out there who just don’t want more 
tourists and they will moan about everything.  
 
What do you think should be done about freedom camping? 
I like some of the bylaws about self containment but even then there is often a mess left. I guess we 
have to educate tourists about our rules and hope they respond in kind.  
I do think that tourist campers should not be allowed to camp in freedom spots. They must camp in 
conventional places or DOC sites which have facilities. The reason for this is that it is good for the 
economy and some of the sites are left for NZ tourists to enjoy. It is getting harder to find those cool 
out of the way places. Mind you we as a nation can be pretty hard on the environment too. Have you 
seen the rubbish dumped on the side of the road? That is not tourists! 
 
Explanation of relevance:  
Chris has a range of view on freedom camping but largely wants campers to do the right thing. This 
information could help me answer question 2: What are the points of view about the issue of 
freedom camping.  
 
Chris goes on to suggest there be a rule for overseas tourists and a rule for New Zealanders. This 
information will help me answer question 3: What social actions have people taken on the issue of 
freedom camping?   
Ethical procedures followed 
Open ended questions that allow for the interviewee to give what they think 
Asking for permission to use the interviewees name. 
 




